
A safer place
for you to 
breath.

Respirator 
Masks 
FFP2 / FFP3* Virus Defence and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

EU-Examination Certifikate 
QS - Surveillance  (C III), M-D)



Folding Respirator Mask - 2010 FFP2 -
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A soft and light mask moulds itself closer to the face. The F&F folding 
mask is a light, safe and comfortable mask. It has a large surface area 
that significantly reduces breathing resistance, even without a valve. 
The exhaled air is filtered to protect people nearby. 

The nonwoven layers are free of additives. Dermatologically tested by 
the manufacturer and correspond to OEKO TEX Standard 100,  
Appendix 4, Product Class I (94.0.9942)

Soft, light, fits

The round tube elastic (Ø ≈ 5mm) is able to stretch 
to 250% length —Made by F & F—, without latex 
or rubber, perfectly matched for your comfort and 
safety!

Elastic band 

Internal high-performance filter made of meltblown polypropylene - 
Made in Germany. Manufactured by one of the most modern large-
scale systems in the world (commissioning 2020)

Filter

Adjust the nose area of the mask with the solid aluminium clip. 

Your glasses will not fog up! Do not accept masks that fog up your 
glasses. Don't wear them! If air can go out, it can also come in, with 
pollutants and with viruses!

Clip

2060 FFP2 0 M/L Yes

Yes

10 20 10 72.000

2010 FFP2 0 Uni (L) Yes 10 120 8 360.000

3060 FFP3 0 M/L Yes 10 20 10 72.000

3160 FFP3 1 M/L 2021

tbn2040 FFP2 0 S/M 2022

2140 FFP2 1 S/M 2022

Model Filter* Valve Size Avail. Single wrap pcs /
box

box /
carton

carton /
Pal.

app. pcs / 
40ftHC  

Container

* Other filter classes on request 
N95, N95, R95, N99 (United States NIOSH-42CFR84)
KN95 (China GB2626-2006)
P2 (India, Australia/New Zealand AS/NZA 1716:2012)
Korea 1st class, KF94, KF99 (Korea KMOEL - 2017-64)
DS2 (Japan JMHLW-Notification 214, 2018)
PFF2 (ABNT/NBR 13.698-2011 – Brazil)
D2/D3 (Taiwan CNS 14755)



Cup Respirator Mask - 2060 FFP2 / 3060 FFP3* -
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The F&F 3D Cup-mask has a large surface area to significantly reduce 
breathing resistance even without a valve. The exhaled air is filtered 
to protect people nearby. You have great freedom of movement within 
the mask. No mask material touches your mouth even if you inhale 
heavily. 

The inner and outer nonwoven layers are free of additives. Derma-
tologically tested by the manufacturer and correspond to OEKO TEX 
Standard 100, Appendix 4, Product Class I (94.0.9942)

3D-Cup

Premium Sealing Material. Extra wide, soft, flexible seal for a perfect 
fit on almost any face. FIT - it just fits.

noncytotoxic / ISO 10993 - 5:2009 
non-sensitizing / ISO 10993  
does not irritate the skin / ISO-10993

FIT 

The 8mm elastic band wraps around the head twice 
and is able to stretch to 250% length  
—Made by F&F—, without latex or rubber, perfectly 
matched for your comfort and safety!

Elastic band 

Band stopper, continuous adjustment of the band tension. 
Easy and safe

Stopper

Internal high-performance filter made of meltblown polypropylene - 
Made in Germany. Manufactured by one of the most modern large-
scale systems in the world (commissioning 2020)

Filter

Adjust the nose area of the mask with the solid aluminium clip. 

Your glasses will not fog up! Do not accept masks that fog up your 
glasses. Don't wear them! If air can go out, it can also come in, with 
pollutants and with viruses!

Clip

Laboratory values, 
EU-Declaration of Conformity (all Mask-Products) etc.: 
scan QR-Corde or: 
www.ffgruppe.de/downloads.de



Franscesco Friedrich and his team trust the 2060 mask
Bob-World-Champion 

Francesco Friedrich is a convinced user of the F&F 2060 Cup Mask. 
When competing on the international bobsled tracks in Europe, 
USA, and Canada, Francesco and his teammates wear the F&F 
masks not only because they offer better protection than other 
FFP2 masks, but also because they enable the wearer to breathe 
more easily. That is especially helpful when it comes to giving 
interviews.

And then came the shock. Francesco contracted Corona Covid 19 
at the end of the 2020/2021 season. He went into domestic quar-
antine. His wife and child were not infected. He was very worried 
about infecting his family, but did not want to miss out on his loved 
ones either. Francesco wore Model 2060 masks throughout the 
quarantine in his own home, wearing it to participate in family life. 
He only removed the mask in his own room, for eating and sleeping. 
His wife and child were protected by him 
wearing the Model 2060 cup mask!

Francesco Friedrich *2. Mai 1990 is a German bobsledder. He is the 
record world champion with eleven titles and the double Olympic 
champion in two-man bobsled and four-man bobsled in 2018. He 
also has the most World Cup victories to date. F&F has been active 
in international sport as a developer and producer of runners since 
2011. Nico Walther won silver in the 4-man bobsled on F&F runners 
at Olympia 2018. Francesco Friedrich has been riding on F&F run-
ners since the 2019/2020 season. In addition to World Cups, Team 
Friedrich became double European Champion and double World 
Champion. We look forward to a joint Olympics in Beijing in 2022.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francesco_Friedrich
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www.ffgruppe.de

Who we are
F&F Lasertechnik

Andreas Babbe and Jens Sager have been working together 
successfully for 30 years. For more than 13 years, Janine Kühl has 
complemented the management team with her expertise and com-
mitment. Together, we have continuously developed the F&F Group 
at our production sites.. 

Neustadt:
A supplier for industrial metal processing since 2008. In addition to 
research and development in surface technologies, this plant also 
manufactures components for medical technology and mechanical 
engineering. Stainless steel, steel, aluminium, non-ferrous metals 
are laser cut, edged, welded, finished, assembled, etc..

Grube: 
FFP2-FFP3 respirator masks are manufactured and developed 
here. The plant has its own laboratory and highly specialised fully 
automated production facilities. 

Annual capacity 
Cup masks  4 million pcs.
Folding masks 10 million pcs.
Total: FFP2 / FFP 3 14 million pcs.

F&F Lasertechnik employs around 95 people.



Phone:  +49 4561 71409-0 
Fax: +49 4561 71409-29 
E-mail: info@ffgruppe.de

F&F Lasertechnik GmbH
Holmer Weg 10
23730 Neustadt
GERMANY

Designed, developed, manufactured in Germany 

to deliver safety and comfort.


